
REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ESTABLISHED BY
CHAPTER 44 OF THE RESOLVES OF 1926 “REL-
ATIVE TO THE PURCHASE BY THE CITY
OF BOSTON OF CERTAIN ELEVATED STRUC-
TURES USED BY THE BOSTON ELEVATED
RAILWAY COMPANY.”

[Street Railways and Metropolitan Affairs. Dec. 1, 1926.]

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives

The General Court of 1926 passed the following resolve:

Resolve providing for an Investigation by an Unpaid Special
Commission relative to the Purchase by the City or Boston
of Certain Elevated Structures used by the Boston Ele-
vated Railway Company.

SENATE No. 7

C6e Commontoealtl) of Massachusetts.

Chapter 44

Resolved, That an unpaid special commission, consisting of the
chairman of the commission of the department of public utilities or
a member of said commission designated by him, the chairman of
the transit department of the city of Boston or a member of said
department designated by him, and a member of the board of trustees
of the Boston Elevated Railway Company designated by said board,
hereinafter called the commission, is hereby established for the pur-
pose of investigating the subject matter of current house document
number eleven hundred and thirty-eight relative to the purchase by
the city of Boston of elevated structures used by the Boston Elevated
Railway Company within said city, and in connection with such
investigation it shall consider ways and means of financing any action
recommended. The commission may require by summons the at-
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tendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of books and
papers before it relating to any matter under investigation, and any
member thereof may issue such summonses and administer oaths to
witnesses testifying before it. The commission shall report to the
general court the results of its investigation and its recommendations,
if any, together with drafts of such legislation as may be necessary
to carry same into effect, by filing the same with the clerk of the senate
not later than December first in the current year. The commission
may expend for the purposes of this investigation such sum, not ex-
ceeding fifteen hundred dollars, as may be appropriated by the city
of Boston out of the receipts in the treasury of said city. [Approved
May A, 1926

House Document No. 1138, reference to which is made
in the above resolve, is entitled “An Act relative to the
Purchase by the City of Boston and Conveyance by the
Boston Elevated Railway Company of Elevated Structures
within the Limits of said City.” The said act is, how-
ever, broader in scope than its title. It provides:

1. For the purchase by the city of Boston of elevated
structures of the Boston Elevated Railway Company within
the city of Boston, together with stations and fixtures ap-
purtenant thereto, and all lands or rights or interests therein
acquired in connection with the construction of said elevated
structures and the lease of the same to the Boston Elevated
Railway Company.

2. For the purchase by the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts of similar property owned by the Boston Elevated
Railway Company outside of the city of Boston and the
lease of the same to the Boston Elevated Railway Company.

3. For the construction of an extension of the Washington
Street tunnel from Haymarket Square to Sullivan Square
and the lease of the same to the Boston Elevated Railway
Company.

4. Upon the completion of the tunnel extension, the dis-
continuance of the use of the elevated structures between
Haymarket Square and Sullivan Square, Charlestown, and
the removal of the same.

The Boston Elevated Railway Company owns all the
elevated structures over which its service is operated. Their
total length is about eleven miles. The first elevated divi-
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sion, that from Sullivan Square to the Tremont Street sub-
way, was begun June 10, 1898, and the last elevated ex-
tension, that from Sullivan Square to Everett, was completed
March 15, 1919. The elevated structures within the city of
Boston comprise one section from the Boston-Everett line
through Sullivan Square to the northerly end of the Tre-
mont Street subway; a contiguous section from Keany
Square via Atlantic Avenue to Castle Street; and a third
contiguous section from the southerly end of the Tremont
Street subway to Guild Street, Roxbury, and thence to
Forest Hills; appurtenant thereto are Sullivan Square,
Guild Street and Forest Hills shops, storage and inspection
yards; the first and third sections are connected with the
Washington Street tunnel and these three sections are oper-
ated by trains taking power from a third rail. There is also
in Boston a high speed surface car line with overhead trolley

known as the Cambridge viaduct route from the north-
erly end of the Tremont Street subway to the Boston-
Cambridge line on the Charles River Dam. As of June 30,
1926, the cost of those several sections as carried on the
books of the Boston Elevated Railway Company was
126,469,212.88, divided as appears in the table subjoined.

Outside of the city of Boston there are two sections of
elevated structures, continuations of sections above de-
scribed, one from the Cambridge-Boston line on the Charles
River Dam to Lechmere Square in the city of Cambridge,
and the northerly end of the Forest Hills to Everett route
between the Boston-Everett line and the Everett terminal.
The properties permit through operation from Forest Hills
to Everett but at the present time such service is operated
via the Washington Street tunnel. Service via Atlantic
Avenue is operated between the North Station and Dudley
Street. The cost of those sections outside of the city of
Boston as of June 30, 1926, according to the same books of
account was $2,847,236.47, making a grand total cost in and
outside Boston of $29,316,449.35, also shown in the fol-
lowing table. The grand total does not include the cost of
the Lincoln Power Station which was acquired for the origi-
nal elevated lines at a cost of $3,493,141.05.
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Investment in Elevated Structures and Appurtenances, June SO, 1926
(Bureau of Audit, December 1, 1926.1

Land - | DamS. Structures. Total.

Boston.
Charlestown Division. Sullivan $407,653 14 $1,077,412 60 $3,077,207 69 $4,562,273 43

Square to Tremont Street sub-
way.

Atlantic Avenue, Keany Square 286,614 18 2,793,548 51 2,585,681 73 5,665,844 42
to Castle Street.

Roxbury Division. Guild Street 977,956 02 3,037,130 49 2,261,784 79 6,276,871 30
to Tremont Street subway.

Forest Hills. Guild Street to - 1,074,147 67 1,880,185 18 2,954,332 85
Forest Hills Station.

Forest Hills. Forest Hills Sta- 155,802 20 24.681 32 843,620 49 1,024,104 01
tion, Forest Hills shop.

East Cambridge extension . 552,686 27 166,890 63 1,799,214 10 2,518,791 00
Everett extension 179,581 20 114,106 40 2,065,868 83 2,359,556 43

Southern approach, Washington 892,312 21 - 139,999 80 1,032,312 01
Street tunnel.

Northern approach, Washington - - 75,127 43 75,127 43
Street tunnel.

Total Boston . $3,452,605 22 1 $8,287,917 62 $14,728.690 04 $26,469,212 88
Cambridge.

East Cambridge extension 140,299 91 441,324 91 1,167,437 11 1,749,061 93
Everett.

Everett extension (approx.) . 234,256.84 - 863,917 70 1,098,174 54

Grand total, elevated $3,827,161 97 $8,729,242 53 $16,760,044 85 $29,316,449 35
structures and appurte-
nances.

Lincoln Power Station acquired - 3,493,141 05
fororiginal elevated lines.

- $32,809,590 40

1 Cost of Everett Shop Land not included.

It is the opinion of this Commission that the apparent
intention of the proponents of House Document No. 1138,
to have the Commonwealth, or its agent the city of Boston,
acquire the elevated structures owned by the Boston Ele-
vated Railway Company, might under certain circumstances
be accomplished with benefit both to the car-riding public
and the Railway. The purchase of the elevated structures
would not differ in character from the transaction in which
the Commonwealth purchased the Cambridge subway in
1919, nor would the ownership be different from the present
ownership by the city of the various subways in Boston.
Subways and elevated lines are only special highways pro-
vided to relieve surface highways from some of the vehicles
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which otherwise would have to pass over them, and to afford
a more rapid and safe right of way for those units of travel
carrying the greatest number of travelers. As the govern-
ment (whether State, city, county or town) finances high-
ways upon the surface for the ordinary traveler when it is
necessary to have additional highways, it seems quite logical
that the government should finance the highway below and
above the surface when needed. Whether a charge should
correctly be made for the use of the special highway thus
afforded need not be discussed here. In every such case at
present the Railway does pay a rental. Also, whether one
approves or disapproves the principle of government owner-
ship of railroads or railways, it would seem that one might
heartily approve the ownership of subways and elevated
structures by the government when there is involved no
operation of railways or railroads but merely the furnishing
of facilities through or over which the Railway may operate.
In this Commonwealth the policy of the State in relation
to the Boston Elevated system would seem to have been
declared in the acquisition of the Cambridge subway, the
building of the Boston subways and the present construc-
tion by the city of Boston of the high speed surface route
known as the Dorchester Rapid Transit extension.

We believe the principle is logical and sound. It relieves
the company from the necessity of supplying capital which
is often difficult and expensive to the point of being prohibi-
tive. It permits immediate construction of desired improve-
ments when justified. It permits the sovereign with its
better credit to meet the interest charges on the debt created
to make the improvement and to extinguish the debt over
a series of years with no greater annual cost to the private
company than it would bear if it borrowed the money on its
own credit and set nothing aside for payment of the princi-
pal loan. With the ultimate payment of the cost of all
rapid transit facilities owned by the sovereign we assume the
benefit will accrue to the car riders. If the elevated struc-
tures were added to the publicly owned rapid transit facili-
ties and had been paid for from sinking funds so that no
further rentals were necessary the saving to the people of
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the metropolitan area would be one cent on each fare paid
on the Boston Elevated Railway, or between three and four
million dollars a year.

It is estimated by the Railway that the cost of reproduc-
tion of these elevated structures today would be 225 per cent
of the original cost. Much of the property is almost non-
depreciable. Having in mind its possible obsolescence, how-
ever, it is estimated to have a useful life of seventy-five
years. From the figures set forth in the above table relating
to the cost of elevated structures and appurtenances owned
by the Boston Elevated Railway Company it would seem
under all circumstances that the fair value of those struc-
tures would be approximately §>30,000,000 and we use that
figure in our computations.

We have tried to have made a compilation of the cost to
the Boston Elevated Railway Company of the capital which
it secured to build those elevated structures. Only in part
is such a tracing of funds possible. Investigation shows
that the Elevated Railway is paying today an average of
5.4 per cent annually on all its capital, and that figure is
adopted by us as the present cost to the Railway of the
$30,000,000. That makes an annual carrying charge, exclusive
of taxes, of $1,620,000. In addition to this carrying charge the
present Board of Trustees makes an annual charge to the cost of
service of $385,464.03 on account of depreciation of elevated
structures, foundations, stations, repair shops, etc. We have
not endeavored to ascertain the annual maintenance charge
incurred by the Railway Company in maintaining structures
and maintaining and renewing track thereon, but it is
well known that the Railway maintains the elevated divisions
in a high degree of efficiency in the interest of safety, and
whether the Railway operates the elevated structures as
owner or as lessee after the State and city has purchased
them, the cost of maintenance would be substantially the
same. House Document No. 1138 provides .that if the ele-
vated structures are acquired by the State and leased to
the Elevated Railway, the Railway shall pay a rental equiv-
alent to the interest on the bonds issued to purchase the
structure plus one-half of one per cent (but in no case the
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two to be less than 4-| per cent) and in addition thereto a
rental of per cent which shall be used as a sinking fund
to retire the purchase money bonds. The carrying charge
on the capital involved and the annual depreciation cost the
Railway Company today $2,005,464.03. If the structures
were acquired by the government and a rental of 6 per cent
(the minimum provided in House Bill No. 1138) were
charged to the Railway Company, we estimate the annual
rental would amount to $1,800,000 until the purchase loan
could be paid from the sinking fund, to wit, about twenty-
seven years.

Under this state of facts the car rider would annually
save and thus have for additional service $205,464.03; and
if the purchase money cost 4 per cent to borrow, the debt
would be paid in twenty-seven years from the sinking fund
accumulations invested at 4 per cent well within the life
of the property. Thereafter $1,800,000 (the rental) should
be a further saving to the public. If the Railway were
charged less rental than provided in House Document No.
1138, namely, 5 per cent, —an amount sufficient to meet
the interest on the purchase bonds and a less annual charge
for sinking fund retirement of those bonds, the annual
rental of the elevated structures would be $1,500,000. Under
this state of facts the annual saving to the car rider would
be $505,464.03, and forty-one years would be required to
pay the purchase money debt if the difference of 1 per cent
on $30,000,000 is compounded semi-annually at 4 per
cent.

In either case there is a real saving in operating expense
over today’s cost of service and an economic gain in the
payment of the debts from sinking funds.

The saving to the car riders does not stop there. House
Document No. 1138 apparently contemplates the purchase
money, which we estimate at about $30,000,000, shall be
expended for new property' as approved by the Department
of Public Utilities. We believe the Railway needs no such
large amount of new capital at once and greater benefit
would arise from retirement of some securities of the Rail-
way. The Company has outstanding about $47,000,000
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stock paying 6, 7 and 8 per cent dividends. While only
$3,000,000 of that is callable, namely, the 7 per cent pre-
ferred, we believe any legislation should be conditional on a
certain other portion of the stock, preferably the 7 and 8
per cent stocks being retired at prices to be fixed. In that
event the saving by the elimination of 7 and 8 per cent
dividends and the lowering of the average cost of the Rail-
way’s capital remaining outstanding, with the saving in
taxes real estate and franchise would yield a sum
exceeding $500,000 which would be a real benefit to the
operation of the Railway. To the extent that taxes would
be lost it would be only a shifting of the burden from the
car rider to the general taxpayer. It would, however, per-
mit the Board of Public Trustees to undertake worthy im-
provements in service which today lack of operating revenue
forbids. In fact, if this plan could be accomplished it would,
in our opinion, be a solution of the present problems relating
to the Elevated Railway system.

In this connection legislation would be necessary permit-
ting the refunding of bonds of the Railway in the sum now
outstanding though in excess of the stock which would be
outstanding after the retirement process outlined above had
been carried out. If the public control is to continue no
real harm to bondholders would come from the change of
proportion between stocks and bonds.

House Document No. 1138 provides that the company
shall use part of the purchase money to repay the deficit
incurred in the first year of public operation. By virtue of
chapter 159 of the Special Acts of 1918, the Commonwealth
was given the right to manage and operate the Elevated
properties, was to have the benefit of any profit which ac-
crued, and agreed to bear any loss in operation incurred
while under its management. We see no justification for
now asking the lessors of this property to sell part of their
capital assets to make good
■operation. If capital assets
ceeds should be used either
pay therefor or in acquiring
those which are sold.

any loss incurred during public
are to be sold the entire pro-
to retire the capital issued to
other capital assets to replace
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It has been urged that less than all the elevated structures
owned and operated by the Boston Elevated Railway Com-
pany might at this time be acquired, reference being made
particularly to the Atlantic Avenue loop, so called, from
Keany Square to Castle Street. This section of the elevated
cost $5,665,844.42. From an operating standpoint its prime
usefulness is as an alternative route for the main line from
Everett to Forest Hills in case of interruption of service in
the Washington Street tunnel. If retention of the Atlantic
Avenue loop were not desirable for such emergency use and
the Railway could abandon that portion of the elevated
structure, it is estimated that improved through service be-
tween Everett and Forest Hills could be furnished at an
annual saving of $200,000. The purchase of the Atlantic
Avenue structure alone would be for other than Railway
uses, we assume. Whether a profitable use of the Atlantic
Avenue loop for other than Railway purposes warranting
the purchase thereof by the city can be found, is, we believe,
outside the scope of this investigation, and reference to the
subject is made here only to record our belief that it is not
necessary to retain it for the proper operation of the Boston
Elevated Railway. Against such a sale it is urged that the
surface routes operated by the Boston Elevated Railway
naturally subdivide into two divisions, one south and one
north of Boston, and that the Atlantic Avenue loop con-
necting the elevated structures used with the Washington
Street tunnel forms the only physical connection between
the northern and southern surface divisions, and that the
retention of that structure is, therefore, necessary to main-
tain the strategic position of the Railway Company at such
time as its present leases to subways and tunnels expire.
We do not believe that such argument furnishes a cogent
reason for retaining the whole fabric of elevated structures
if all can be sold by the Company. Unless all structures
are sold parting with the middle section might render the
elevated sections on either side of it and the surface lines
less valuable. Transportation for the large metropolitan
area is of such vital importance to all, we believe, that a
fair and just basis is bound to be reached if any problems
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arise in the future between the sovereign owning the rapid
transit thoroughfares and the transportation company own-
ing all the rolling stock and surface lines in that territory.
Public opinion would not countenance the abuse by either
of its power.

The proposed bill provides that the leases to the Railway
shall be for a definite term of only nine years. We believe
that if this project or any modification of it were carried
out the definite term of the leases should be at least as long
as the period of time required to accumulate a sinking fund
sufficient to retire the bonds issued to pay for the property,

that is, a term of forty-one years if 1 per cent were an-
nually accumulated, or twenty-seven years if 2 per cent
were accumulated.

The other matter dealt with by House Document No.
1138 is the substitution of a subway for the Charlestown
section of the elevated structure. It was said in House
Document No. 17 of 1924 that the construction is entirely
practicable. No argument is necessary to prove the su-
periority of a subway over the existing elevated. The ap-
pearance of the district traversed would be improved. We
believe the value of property near by would be enhanced.
The capacity of the traveled part of the highway would be
largely increased and the chances of accidents diminished.
And from an operating standpoint advantages would accrue;
maintenance charges in a subway would be less; and, most
important of all, greater regularity of service and freedom
from accompanying delays could be secured. This most
important artery of travel between north and south over
the Charlestown Bridge is now subject to frequent inter-
ruptions by openings of the draw. There are fourteen hun-
dred openings per year. The average delay is eight to
twenty minutes. Prolonged delay requires rerouting of
trains between Forest Hills and North Station via Atlantic
Avenue loop. Service regularity once interrupted through
the Washington Street tunnel may require twenty-three
minutes before normalcy is reproduced. Each opening of
the draw disrupts service much longer than the actual
opening. The Forest Hills storage yards at a cost of over
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11,000,000 were built in part to counteract accidents to this
Charlestown Bridge which might pen much of the elevated
rolling stock at Sullivan Square and Everett and thus de-
prive passengers of the use of the Washington Street
tunnel service for a considerable period. With regularity
assured in the Washington Street tunnel by elimination of
drawbridge openings much would have been done to im-
prove tunnel service and some operating saving would result.
In short, everything is in favor of a subway rather than an
elevated except cost. We are informed the cost of a three-
station, two-track subway connecting the Tremont Street
subway with the Everett extension elevated structure be-
yond Sullivan Square would cost $15,000,000. Do the ad-
vantages warrant the expenditure of such a sum at the
present time? We believe not at the car riders’ expense.
Although we have shown how savings could be made suf-
ficient to pay subway rentals on such a new subway, we
cannot believe savings should be used in that way. If a
subway is to be built to Sullivan Square, in our judgment
a substantial portion of the cost of amortizing and carrying
the debt should be borne by owners of all the real estate
specially benefitted thereby. As soon as the demand for
removal of one section of the elevated were met, we believe
other sections could and would demand the same treatment.
Still more positive is the answer “No” when the same ques-
tion is answered as to full substitution. The cost to replace
with subways all the elvated structures in and out of Boston
is estimated $70,000,000. To destroy existing facilities and
spend anything like that amount while such pressing re-
quirements exist as confront the district for rapid transit
development seems unwise and not in the interest of the
greatest number. We believe other rapid transit improve-
ments should take precedence. It is necessary to catalogue
only the most important demands:

1. Rapid transit extension from Governor Square to per-
mit training the Boylston Street subway to a point west.

2. Station at Charles and Cambridge Streets.
3. Huntington Avenue extensions for Jamaica Plain and

Brookline Village service.
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4. Extensions from Lechmere Square to Somerville, North
Cambridge and Arlington.

5. Maverick Square to Day Square, East Boston.
6. Extensions north from Everett Station to Everett and

Malden.
We believe the community at the present time and in the

near future cannot afford to destroy all the elevated struc-
tures or any part required for rapid transit. It is unneces-
sary to take space to repeat the reasons for this conclusion
found in House Documents No. 2116 of 1919 and No. 17 of
1924. What was true then is true now with today’s in-
creased cost.

HENRY C. ATTWILL.
THOMAS F. SULLIVAN.
STANLEY R. MILLER.

December 1, 1926.


